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Introduction
Variation between the individuals of a species is the
basis upon which the tree breeder is able to improve the
quality of future crops. Variation of characteristics has been
observed in all well studied species of pine, not only between geographically isolated populations but also between
individuals within populations. The variation is exhibited
in different aspects, i. e. morphological, physiologieal, disease
resistance, etc. There is keen interest among forest geneticists in learning more about the fundamental factors controlling the amount and inheritance of variation.
Most cytological studies of tree species as yet have been
limited in the value of information obtained. This rnay be
partly due to limitations in the size or techniques of
handling the chromosomes of woody tree species. In some
other organisms, however, detailed stuldies of chromosome
structure have yielded much fundamental knowledge, including the nature and extent of chromosomal rearrangements. Rearrangements have shown a profound influence
on the genetic system of solme species possescing them, e. g.
translocations in Oenothera (CLELAND
1936).
Inversionls are particularly interesting cytogenetically,
since recombination is suppressed within the inverted region of structural heterozygotes (proviided the inversion is
not long) due ~ t othe inviability of gametes bearing crossover
chromatids. The genes present in a particular inversion are
therefore isolated from their homologues in the normal
sequence. Over a long period of time different mutations
rnay become established in the two blocks of genes, so
eventually the alleles present in the two sequences rnay
become quite different. If one sequence were superior to
the other, it would gradually spread through the population
by natural selection. Natural selection would also act
against heterozygotes according to the amount of crossing
over within the inversions. This would tend to favour the
elimination of one of the sequences. However, under soime
conditions both sequences rnay be maintained in the population as a balanced polymorphism, e. g. when one sequence
has an advantage in only part of the species range, or when
the heterozygous condition has a selective superiority or
overdominance effect. The existence of such polymorphisms
has been demonstrated in two members of the insect kingdom, the fly Drosophila pseudoo5scura (DOBZHANSKY 1951)
and the grasshopper Moraba scurra (WHITEand ANDREW
1962). Similar evidence has not been obtained from any
plant group, possibly because their clriromosomes are more
difficult to study, although it is possible that polymorphisms
rnay not be of comparable importacce in plants. However,
inversion heterozyglotes are extremely common in some
genera, e. g. Paeonia (STEBBINS 19381, and it seems rleasonable
to suggest that they probably hav2 an adaptive advantage
of some kinid.
The presence of inversions in hybrids can have quitz
different significance from their presence in the species
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itself. I n hybrids they indicate that different inversions
have arisen and become fixed in each of the parental s p e i e s
and contribute to plart of the species differentiation. I n fact,
it is quite common among plants for interspecific hybrids
to have inversions (STEBBINS 1950). I n contrast, inversion
bridges found in individuals of a species are evildence that
both sequences of one or more inversions are still present
in the populatiion, either because the inversions are of recent origin or they are established as polymorphisms. I n
either case they are a genetic source of variation.
This paper will discuss the characteristics and siigniificance
of chromcnsome inversions in Pinus radiata and also in P.
radiata X attenuata hybrids.

Inversions in Conifers
At the pachytene stage of microsporogenesis conifer chromosomes appear in the form of a closely packed ball of
threalds, making the stage unsuitablle for observation of the
loops which form in plants heterozygous for inversions.
At anaphase I, paracentric inversions can be detected by
the occurrence of chromatin britdges, together wiith their
accompanying acentric fragments which form whenever
croissing wver olccurs within an inverted region of a heterozygote. Pericentric inversions do not form bridges, but result in duplicationis and deficiencirs in the crossover chromatids which usually produce inviable gametes. They can
be detecteld in studies of chromosome dimensions only in
cases when the inversion leads to a significant shift i n the
potsition of the centromere. No pericentric inversions have
yet lbeen reported in the literature relating to coniferous
species.
There have been several reports af p~aracentricinversions
based on the presence of chromatin ibridges a t anaphase.
However, a t least one oif these rnay have been erroneous
due to confusion with temporary chromatin bridges formed
as a result of slow terminalisation of chiasmata. The report
by GOPAL-AYENGAR (1942) of up to 5% bridges in Pinus nigra
var. austriaca is suspect, as there was no mention of accompanying acentric fragments, and in the light of other
data the frequency of bridges seerns rather high for a widely
distributed Pinus species.
S AX (1960) studied microsporoigenesis in certain soft pine
hflrids but dild not recond any inver~~ions
i n this group of
plants. On the othler hand, SAYLOR
(1962) conductetd an extensive isurvey in both the havd and soft pine groups and
reported inversion bridges in all but Swo trees out of a total
of 61 p1)aets of 45 )different species anid hybrids. The frequency of linversion bridges ranged from less Ohan 1% of
cells examined in most plants to a maximum of 18% in a
partiicular three-specileis hybrid, P. (echinata X taeda) X
(echiaata X elliottii). In six of the trees (hybr'ids) more thsn
4% of cells contained inversion bridges. Photograpbs clearly
showed the presence of acentric fragments together with
tihe brildges. L UNA (1965) reported the presence of infrequent
paracentric inversions in Pinus pirzceana.
I n other genera of the Coniferae, ANDERSSON
(1947) recorded
bridges and fragments in ia cytoloigically atypical Picea

